
‘I want to know it’s ok to start somewhere’



5 third year students x 7 weeks of 12 

week studio (132 students)

2 hour workshop with studio leader

weekly staff meetings + inclusion in 

all communication + feedback

satellite workstations: peer tutors 

worked on year 1 projects in real time

weeks 4 – 7: organic evolution from 

satellite to roaming support



student experience + transition

+

studio culture

+

engagement with 

iterative processes of 

design



1_

Peer tutors “introduced us to what it means to be part of a creative 

culture…when you were in a ‘dead end’, to open up alternatives in the creative 

process..”

“they don’t have that fear of criticism,” enabling “conversation leading to 

progress” and the peer tutors “made us feel more comfortable doing that [taking 

a risk].” 

“…for our future as well we are not going to be working by ourselves we will 

always be working in teams so it’s important with the demonstrators you already 

start learning how to work as teams and how to take criticism and how to build 

on an idea.. ” [minute 41:41]



_peer tutors

“You pick up how to speak about your work; you pick up everything from a 

conversation…..it’s the dialogue we have with them, but also with each other.”

“They kept putting themselves down for the lesser things they were creating and 

we were finding opportunities in those, and the fact that it’s a process and there’s 

beauty in that.”

“It feels like we’ve settled in a lot more, even after that, just because we’ve seen 

another facet, or a couple of facets of the learning process. And that just naturally 

grounds you a little more in terms of this Faculty… That was really interesting for 

me.” 



skills v engagement

+

role definition

+

management + 

communication + feedback

+

outreach

+

studio structure

+

physical structure 
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